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Abstract — Consensus propagation (CP) is an attractive dis-
tributed asynchronous averaging algorithm. In this paper,we
develop a modified CP protocol for wireless sensor networks
(WSN) that uses message broadcast instead of bilateral mes-
sage exchange, thereby significantly reducing transmit en-
ergy. Furthermore, we extend CP to dynamic environments.
We show that the distributed nature of the algorithm causes
an inherent tracking delay which we propose to compensate
by incorporating an appropriately designed linear predictor.
The performance of dynamic broadcast CP is assessed via
numerical simulations for several WSN topologies.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

Distributed inference in wireless sensor networks (WSN) has
received much attention recently [1]. In this paper, we con-
sider distributed averaging, which is the basis for more gen-
eral tasks like distributed maximum likelihood estimation.
Our focus will be onconsensus propagation (CP) [2], which
is a particularly promising iterative scheme for distributed
averaging. To be more specific, consider a WSN withI sen-
sors. Theith sensor obtains a measurementyi and the goal
is to compute the arithmetic meanz = 1

I

∑I
i=1 yi in a dis-

tributed fashion. During thenth CP iteration, neighboring
sensors exchange the messages
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Here,i is the source node,j is the destination node,N (i)
denotes the set of neighbors of nodei, andβ > 0 is an
algorithm parameter. Note that nodei has to transmit|N (i)|
messages during each iteration. The estimate ofz at nodei
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In [2] it was shown that̂z(n)
i asymptotically converges to the

true meanz for anyi asβ andn go to infinity; furthermore,
CP has the potential to convergence faster than gossip algo-
rithms (i.e., pairwise averaging) [3]. Even though CP can
be applied in an asynchronous manner, we here only con-
sider synchronous operation where each node updates and
transmits messages to each neighbor node in every iteration.
Our aim in this paper is to investigate the following two top-
ics that have not been previously addressed in the context
of CP: i) conventional CP according to (1) and (2) is en-
ergy inefficient in the sense that the number of messages be-
ing exchanged scales with the number of links which can
be very large, specifically for dense WSN; ii) CP up to now
has been considered only for static scenarios (i.e., not for
repeated measurements of dynamically changing states).

1.2. Contributions

In this paper, we develop extensions of CP that achieve sig-
nificant energy savings and are applicable to dynamic (time-
varying) scenarios. Our specific contributions are:

• In Section 2 we introduce a CP modification in which
messages are broadcast to all neighbors simultaneously
and we show that this broadcast CP strongly reduces
the transmit energy without loss in performance.

• In Section 3 we extend CP to dynamic scenarios (i.e.,
time-varying parameters) and we study how the per-
formance depends on various algorithm parameters. It
turns out that CP acts like a spatio-temporal lowpass
filter on the sensor measurements.

• In dynamic scenarios, we observed CP to feature a
fundamental delay. To compensate for that delay, we
augment CP with linear prediction at each sensor.

• Finally, we present extensive numerical simulations
for different network topologies and different parame-
ter dynamics (see Section 4).



2. BROADCAST-BASED CONSENSUS
PROPAGATION

2.1. Broadcast Messages

To reduce the energy transmitted, we propose a broadcast-
based message exchange. In spite of the non-linearity of
the CP message updates, this can be achieved by a decom-
position of the original CP messages into a common mes-
sage part followed by a post-processing step at the destina-
tion node. Specifically, it can be seen from (1) that each
node sends almost identical messages (the only difference
is the neighboring node excluded from the sum) to its vari-
ous neighbors. We exploit this property by i) generating and
transmitting a common broadcast message in which no term
is excluded from the sum and ii) recovering the original CP
messages at the destination nodes.

Mathematically, we rewrite the sums in the messages
from source nodei to destination nodej in (1) by adding
and subtractingK(n−1)

j→i resp.µ(n−1)
j→i K
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By inspection of the above expression, it is seen that the
terms in brackets are identical for all destination nodesj ∈
N (i) and thus constitute a common message part for all
neighboring nodes. Furthermore, all terms outside the brack-
ets, i.e.,K(n−1)

j→i andµ
(n−1)
j→i , are already known by the desti-

nation nodej because those were the messages from nodej
to nodei in the previous iteration. Consequently, it is suffi-
cient for each node to broadcast the common messages to all
neighbor nodes. During iterationn, nodei thus only trans-
mits the messages
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This requires one broadcast transmission instead of|N (i)|
transmissions from nodei to all neighbor nodesj ∈ N (i).
We note that the current estimate in (2) can now be simply
obtained aŝz(n)

i = K̃
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i /µ̃

(n)
i . To recover the original CP

messages, all destination nodes need to perform the follow-
ing post-processing steps:
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A schematic illustration of the operational principle under-
lying conventional and broadcast CP is given in Fig. 1. We
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Fig. 1. Exemplary comparison of conventional CP (left)
and broadcast CP (right): with conventional CP, node #1
computes and transmits three different message pairs; with
broadcast CP, node #1 computes and transmits only one
message pair and nodes #2, #3, and #4 perform a post-
processing. (Nodes performing computations are encircled
with thick solid lines.)

emphasize that broadcast CP yields exactly the same results
as traditional CP and therefore all CP convergence studies
apply to broadcast CP as well. However, if the messages are
quantized or if there are transmission errors, the results do
not coincide anymore. Due to lack of space, these issues are
not addressed in this paper.

It can be verified that conventional CP and our proposed
broadcast CP scheme have the same overall computational
complexity that scales linearly with the number of edges
(links) in the network. However, broadcast CP requires much
fewer transmissions and hence less transmit energy (see next
Section). In addition, broadcast CP has the advantage that
energy consumption is completely homogenous: all nodes
spend the same amount of energy per iteration. This is in
striking contrast to conventional CP in which well-connected
nodes (e.g. hubs in scale-free networks, see below) expend
much more energy than nodes with few neighbors; this prop-
erty of conventional CP is certainly undesirable in WSN since
all nodes in general will be equipped with identical power
supplies (batteries).

2.2. Analysis of Energy Savings

In this section we analyze the transmit energy savings achiev-
able with broadcast CP. We consider different WSN topolo-
gies modeled by undirected graphsG = (V , E) whereV =
{1, . . . , I} is the set of nodes andE ⊆ V × V is the edge set
(links between nodes). To quantify the energy savings, we
assume that the amount of energy required to transmit one
message pair (either (1) or (3)) is the same for conventional
and broadcast CP. We further assume a flooding schedule in
which all nodes update their messages simultaneously dur-
ing each iteration. The energy saving factorη is then defined
as the number of conventional CP message pairs per itera-
tion divided by the number of broadcast CP message pairs
per iteration.

With conventional CP, message pairs are transmitted in
both direction across every edge (i.e., from nodei to nodej
and from nodej to nodei, for (i, j) ∈ E), accounting for a
total of 2|E| message pairs. In contrast, with broadcast CP



network model E{η}

randomr-regular graphs r
scale-free graphs 2c

random geometric graphs pI

Table 1. Mean energy saving factor of broadcast CP for
different network models.

each node transmits only one message pair per iteration to
its neighbors, resulting in|V| = I message pairs in total.
We emphasize that the number of messages for broadcast
CP is independent of the network topology and depends only
on the network size. Using these results, the energy saving
factor is given by

η =
2|E|

|V|
=

2|E|

I
. (5)

It is interesting to observe that due to the relation|E| =
1
2

∑I
i=1 |N (i)| we haveη = 1

I

∑I
i=1 |N (i)|, i.e., the energy

saving factor equals the average number of neighbors. We
note that for non-tree-structured connected networks|E| ≥ I
and henceη ≥ 2, i.e., the energy saving factor is lower
bounded by 2. We will next evaluate the expectation E{η}
of (5) for various random network models. A summary of
the results below is provided in Table 1.

Random r-regular networks [4]. With this type of net-
work, each node is connected randomly with exactlyr ≥ 2
nodes, i.e.,|N (i)| = r for all i. Hence, the number of edges
is given by |E| = 1

2 rI for any network realization. This
corresponds to an energy saving factor of E{η} = r, inde-
pendent of the network size.

Scale-free graphs. We consider scale-free graphs which
are constructed via the Barabási-Albert algorithm [5] as fol-
lows. The network construction is initialized using an ar-
bitrary (but connected) small graphG0 = (V0, E0). New
nodes are then added in an iterative manner and connected to
a prescribed numberc ≥ 1 of existing nodes; thesec nodes
are chosen with a probability that scales with their current
number of neighbors, i.e., new nodes are more likely to at-
tach to highly connected nodes. The procedure stops when
a target sizeI of the network is reached. Even though the
graphs are random, the number of edges is fixed and equals
|E| = |Ec| + c(I − |Vc|) ≈ c I for any network realization.
The energy saving factor in this case is thus approximately
equal to E{η} ≈ 2c, which is independent of the size of the
network.

Random geometric graphs [6]. This type of networks is
constructed based on the geometry of the node placement.
In a first step, the nodes are randomly distributed in ad-
dimensional regionA according to a uniform distribution.
In a second step, node pairs whose Euclidean distance is less
than a given valueR are connected by edges. Such graphs
model well actual WSN deployments.

A randomly selected node is connected to a given nodei
if it lies within a hypersphere of radiusR and volumeVd =

1
Γ(d/2+1)π

d/2Rd centered about nodei. This event happens

with probability1 p = Vd

|A| . This implies that the expected
number of neighbors for any nodei equals E{N (i)} = p(I−

1) and thus in turn E{η} = 1
I

∑I
i=1 E{N (i)} = p(I−1). It

is seen that the energy savings increase with increasing num-
ber of nodes (provided|A| andR remain unchanged). This
indicates that in dense WSN broadcast CP has a huge advan-
tage over conventional CP, which was indeed confirmed in
our numerical simulations.

3. DYNAMIC CONSENSUS PROPAGATION

3.1. Basic Idea

We next discuss the application of broadcast CP to dynamic
environments, i.e., averaging of time-varying signals. We
assume that at sampling timemT (T is the sampling period)
nodei measures the signal

yi[m] = s[m] + wi[m] . (6)

Here,s[m] is the signal of interest andwi[m] represents ad-
ditive noise. Approximate computation of the time-varying
meanz[m] = 1

I

∑I
i=1 yi[m] using CP is challenging since

CP needs to effectively converge within one sampling pe-
riod; for practical applications this is inefficient or evenim-
possible. We therefore propose a different method in which
we apply CP in an online manner (convergence to the true
values will no longer be guaranteed in this case). Here,L CP
iterations are performed during each sampling period using
the last measurement; the messages from theLth iteration
are retained for the next sampling period. This amounts to
replacing theµ-updates in (3b) with
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. TheK-update in (3a) and the post-processing
in (4) do not depend on the measurements and hence remain
unchanged. After the last CP iteration during themth sam-
pling period (i.e., forn = mL+(L−1)) the estimate ofz[m]
at nodei is obtained as

ẑi[m] =
µ̃

(mL+L−1)
i

K̃
(mL+L−1)
i

. (7)

The performance of dynamic CP strongly depends on the
choice of the numberL of iterations per sampling period,
on the attenuation parameterβ in the K-updates, and on
the WSN topology. The parameterL amounts to trading
off good estimation performance (requires largeL) with low
complexity (achieved for smallL). If the signal dynamics
are small (i.e.,s[m] varies only slowly) and/or the WSN has
a small diameter (which entails faster convergence), tracking
is not difficult andβ should be chosen large to achieve small
errors. In contrast, for rapidly varying signals and/or WSN
with a large diameter it is important to sufficiently fast track
the signal; this requires choosing a smallβ.

1We here assume that the hypersphere is always a subset ofA; this
amounts to ignoring boundary effects.



3.2. Dynamic CP with Linear Prediction

Our simulation results (cf. Section 4) indicated that the spatio-
temporal memory of dynamic CP causesẑi[m] to lag behind
the actual meanz[m], i.e., there is a fundamental delayτ be-
tweenz[m] andẑi[m]. In time-critical applications this delay
is undesirable, which motivates us to augment CP with linear
prediction (LP), i.e., we replaceyi[m] in the CP iterations by

ŷi[m + h] =

K−1
∑

k=0

ak yi[m − k]. (8)

Here,h andK denote the predictor horizon and memory,
respectively, anda = (a0 . . . aK−1)

T are appropriately de-
signed predictor coefficients. The idea is to chooseh∗ = τ
to compensate for the CP delay.

We assume that signal and noise in (6) are stationary and
that the noise is spatio-temporally i.i.d. and zero-mean:

E{wi[m]wj [m
′]} = σ2

w δm−m′ δi−j .

Our first approach aims at scenarios where the noise vari-
ance is unknown and the predictor can only be designed to
predict the noiseless signals[m] based on the vectors[m] =
(s[m] . . . s[m−K+1])T . The MMSE-optimal predictor co-
efficients are obtained by solving the Wiener-Hopf equation

Rs a = rs

with

Rs = E
{

s[m] sT [m]
}

and rs = E{s[m]s[m + h]} .

Sincez[m] = s[m]+w̄[m] with w̄[m] = 1
I

∑I
i=1 wi[m], the

resulting predictor coefficients can also be used to predict
z[m]. Using (8) it follows that
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which shows that predicting the CP output is equivalent to
applying CP to the predicted measurements.

In case the noise varianceσ2
w is known, additional noise

suppression can be built into the predictor. The correspond-
ing coefficients for such a noisy predictor are obtained by
solving the new Wiener-Hopf equation(Rs +σ2

wIK)a = rs

(IK denotes theK × K identity matrix). Here we further
assumed that the noisewi[m] and the signals[m] are statis-
tically independent.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We next show simulation results for dynamic broadcast CP
for different WSN topologies obtained with three random
graph models: i) random3-regular graphs [4], ii) random ge-
ometric graphs [6], and iii) Barabási-Albert scale-free graphs
[5]. Unless stated otherwise, the results shown pertain to the
caseL = 1, i.e., one CP iteration per sampling period.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of dynamic broadcast CP at one node for
a random geometric graph (I = 100, β = 2, SNR = 3 dB.

4.1. Dynamic CP without Prediction

We first consider the application of dynamic CP without lin-
ear prediction to the signal model (6). The signals[m] was a
stationary lowpass process of bandwidthΘ and the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) was3 dB. The network size wasI = 100.
A realization ofs[m] and a corresponding CP estimate are
shown in Fig. 2 (dashed and dotted line, respectively) for the
case of a random geometric graph. In order for CP to be
able to track the signal variations, the attenuation parameter
in (4a) had to be chosen asβ = 2.

To systematically assess CP performance, we use the
mean-squared error (MSE)ǭ(β, τ) which is obtained by av-
eraging

ǫ(β, τ) =
1

MI

M
∑

m=1

I
∑

i=1

(s[m] − ẑi[m + τ ])2

E{s2[m]}
,

over1000 network realizations (the signal length wasM =
700). Note that the non-causal time shift ofẑi[m + τ ] by τ
cannot be realized in practice.

Fig. 3 shows the optimalβ∗ andτ∗ minimizing ǭ(β, τ)
as functions ofΘ for various WSN topologies. The minimal
MSE ǭ(β∗, τ∗) versusΘ is displayed in Fig. 4. It is seen that
β∗ andτ∗ essentially scale inversely proportionally with the
signal bandwidthΘ. Furthermore, increasing signal dynam-
ics result in poorer estimation performance (i.e., increasing
MSE ǭ(β∗, τ∗)). The most favorable topology is3-regular,
closely followed by scale-free. The noticeably poorer per-
formance with random geometric graphs can be improved
significantly by increasing the number of CP iterations to
L = 20 (this also allows for largerβ∗ and smaller delayτ∗).

Fig. 5 illustrates howβ∗ andτ∗ jointly depend on net-
work sizeI and signal dynamicsΘ for random geometric
graphs. Sinceβ∗ andτ∗ both depend inversely proportion-
ally on Θ, they together approximately form a straight line
with slope 1. More surprisingly, the pair(β∗, τ∗) turns out
to be approximately independent of the network sizeI. This
can be explained by the fact that(β∗, τ∗) is determined by
the local network structure which does not change with the
network size.
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4.2. Dynamic CP with Prediction

We next consider the same setup as before and augment CP
with optimal (noisy) prediction. An example realization is
shown in Fig. 2 (solid line). We here provide results for
random geometric graphs withI = 100, M = 1000 and
a predictor length ofK = 50, using the optimalβ∗ found
previously. The optimal prediction horizonh∗, which is ap-
proximately equal toτ∗, is depicted on the right-hand side of
Fig. 3. The corresponding MSE, shown in Fig. 4, is smaller
than the MSE achieved by delay-compensated CP without
prediction forΘ > 3 · 10−3. This is due to the additional
noise suppression achieved by the predictor. For small band-
widths Θ, the MSE of CP with prediction degrades since
smallerΘ requires larger prediction horizons and hence en-
tails poorer prediction performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The adaption of consensus propagation (CP) to a broadcast
based message passing algorithm increases its attractiveness
for wireless sensor networks. In particular we showed that
for random regular, scale-free and random geometric graph
topologies the transmit energy can be reduced significantly.

Moreover we proposed a modification of CP which is ap-
plicable to dynamic/time-varying scenarios. Our simulation
results confirmed that dynamic broadcast CP offers very at-
tractive tracking abilities, specifcially when augmentedwith
a linear predictor to compensate for the tracking delay.
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